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Hartley Wintney Parish Council –  

Burial Ground Extension Site Memorial Policy 
 

1. Introduction 
The purpose of this document is to provide guidelines for the placing of memorials and headstones 
in the new Hartley Wintney Burial Ground (adjacent to St Mary’s Church, opened in March 2012) to 
ensure that the site remains a place of peace and reflection for the relatives of the people they 
commemorate, to visitors who come to look at them and passers-by who pause to read the 
inscriptions. 
 
The burial ground extension site is blessed rather than consecrated and as such the Parish Council 
decision on memorials is final; there is no recourse to the Diocese at Winchester. However, this 
policy document is created with direct reference to the Chancellor’s Regulations published in 
September 2011 and is broadly in keeping with their “Churchyards and Churchyard Memorial” 
guidance. 
 
There is no specific right given to anyone to have a memorial erected in a churchyard or to have any 
particular inscription on that memorial. Permission must always be obtained from the Parish Council 
Office first using the Council’s memorial application form. It should be remembered that the Parish 
Council has the power to require the removal at the owner’s expense of any inappropriate memorial, 
or an inappropriate feature on a memorial, placed in the burial ground without proper permission. 
The final decision on the applicability, interpretation and implementation of this policy lies with the 
Parish Council. 
 
The guidelines that now apply for Hartley Wintney Burial Ground are set out in this document and 
apply not only to new memorials but to existing ones for which an alteration or addition is proposed. 
 
The general approach is that memorials should be harmonious in appearance, and should form a 
worthy setting for the listed church of St Mary’s in its midst and the surrounding rural aspect. 
Harmony does not mean uniformity. Headstones need not be restricted to a conventional 
rectangular shape. Attractive, well-conceived new designs by skilled and imaginative craftsmen are 
genuinely encouraged. Harmony does, however, mean that no memorial should be obtrusive or 
inappropriate. A burial ground is not a private place in which anything is acceptable. It is a place 
where many people have a shared interest in its appearance.  
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2. Full Interment Memorials 
2.1 Upright headstones should be: 

a. No more than 4ft (1200mm) high or less than 2ft 6ins (750mm) high measured from the 

surface of the ground. 

b. No more than 3ft (900mm) wide, or less than 1ft 8ins (500mm) wide 

c. No more than 6ins (150mm) thick, or less than 3ins (75mm) thick, except in the case of slate 

memorials which may be thinner, but no less than 1.5ins (38mm) thick. 

d. For a child aged 2+ the headstone may be smaller but should be no less than 2ft (600mm) 

high, 1ft 3ins (375mm) wide and 2ins (50mm) thick. 

e. For infants up to the age of 2 years (including stillborn babies) the headstone should be a no 

more than 2ft (600mm) high, 1ft 3ins (375mm) wide and 2ins (50mm) thick, or less than 1ft 

6ins (455mm) high, 1ft 3ins (375mm) wide and 2ins (50mm) thick. 

Headstones may be of 3 types: 
f. So shaped that they can be inserted directly into the ground at sufficient depth to ensure 

stability 

g. On an integral base, no more than 9ins (225mm) high, 3ft (900mm) wide of projecting 4ins 

(100mm) in any direction 

h. On a vase base, no more than 4ins (100mm) on either side, the base being no more than 1ft 

3ins (375mm) front to back. 

2.2 Horizontal stones or ledgers are not permitted for full interments. 
 
3. Cremated Remains Memorials 
3.1 Provided the stone is of an acceptable material and sitting on a proper base flush with the 
ground, permission will be granted for memorials not exceeding the following dimensions: 

a. 2ft (600mm) high by 1ft 6 ins (450mm) wide by 3ins (75mm) deep on a 2ft 2ins (650mm) by 
1ft 3ins (375mm) base. 
 

3.2 Permission may normally be given on cremated remains plots for tablets and small ‘open book’ 
memorials. 
 
4. Shapes & Materials 
4.1 Subject to any other consideration, a memorial in the following types of stone will be granted 
permission: 

 Limestone – Portland, Purbeck, Derbyshire, York, Hopton, Nabresina, French, Portuguese 

 Slate – light grey, blue/black, green 

 Granite – light grey,  

 Granite – in blue or Rustenburg (charcoal) grey is also permitted provided the stone is 

rubbed to a matt finish rather than polished. 

4.2 Highly polished dark granite, in synthetic stone or in marble may be permitted at the Council’s 
discretion, but in black only (not red or white). Such stone rarely blends well with the adjacent 
churchyard at St Mary’s itself and may look out of place amongst memorials made from traditional 
kinds of stone used in Hampshire and Dorset. 
 
4.3. A temporary wooden cross to mark a grave is permitted. 
 
4.4 A headstone in the shape of a cross will be allowed, provided the size of the cross conforms to 
that of an upright headstone. Any proposal for a well-designed cross, including a Celtic cross may 
be granted provided it is referred to the Parish Council first. 
 
4.5. Memorials in the form of a natural boulder taken straight from a quarry with a single sloped face 
to carry the inscription may be permitted at the discretion of the Parish Council. 
 
4.6. A small well engraved image, on a headstone applicable to the lawned setting will be 
considered at the time of application and permitted at the Parish Council’s discretion. 
 
4.7. Memorials with railings, chains, chippings or glass shades will not be permitted. 
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4.8. Memorials in the shape of a heart or with kerbed surrounds will not be permitted. 
 
4.9. A photograph, etched photograph or ceramic portrait of the deceased is not permitted. 
 
4.10. Stone, concrete, metal, plaster or plastic objects depicting model people, animals or toys are 
not permitted nor are windmills or jangling trinkets designed to make a noise when the wind blows. 
 
5. Inscriptions 
5.1. An inscription should aim to be the most appropriate in all the circumstances and to 
commemorate accurately the existence of the person who has died. It should, therefore, record 
either his/her full name or the name by which he/she was generally known. There can be no 
reasonable objection to including any particular term of affection or nickname e.g. Dad or Tommy, 
perhaps in brackets or inverted commas. 
 
5.2. It may also be appropriate to record what he/she did – ‘farmer in this village for 50 years or 
some feature of his/her character – ‘a much loved father and grandfather’. A short scriptural text, or 
extract from a poem or some other suitable phrase may be added. 
 
5.3. Inscriptions should be incised into the stone or carved in relief. Painting cut lettering can make 
the inscription easier to read over a longer period. Inscriptions may be painted black, white or in a 
colour that blends in with the underlying stone. With discretion, gold or gilded lettering may be 
permitted although this may deteriorate quite rapidly. 
 
5.4. No advertisement or trademark may be inscribed on the face of the headstone. The 
stonemason’s name may be discreetly inscribed on the side or on the reverse. 
 
6. Installation 
6.1Installation of memorial stones will be permitted as follows: 

a. Full Interments – 6 months after interment or longer, at the discretion of the Parish Council, 

in wet ground conditions. This is to help prevent the memorial from moving. 

b. Ashes interments – 2 months after interment or longer, at the discretion of the Parish 

Council, in wet ground conditions. 

c. All memorials must be installed in accordance with the National Association of Memorial 

Masons Code for Lawn Memorials and Kerb Sets with the ground anchor systems being an 

integral part of the foundation. 

7. Flowers & Trees 
7.1. Except where the design of a headstone contains an integral receptacle for plants or flowers, 
flowers should be placed in a removable container sunk into the ground next to the headstone. 
 
7.2. Any bulbs placed on the grave may, after 6 weeks be removed at the discretion of the Council, 
especially if the plant encroaches upon surrounding plots, for reasons of preserving the undisturbed 
lawn appearance of the site. Trees, shrubs and other plants are not permitted on burial plots without 
prior permission from the Council. The Council reserves the right to ask for any plant to be reduced 
or removed should it at any time encroach other plots. 
 
7.3. If a flower vase is the only memorial, it should be no more than 12ins (300mm) in height, width 
or length, and fixed securely to a foundation stone flush with the ground. 
 
7.4. Artificial flowers are permitted but should be removed when they fade. 
 
7.5. All flowers and vases should be placed on the plinth of the memorial or on the cremated 
remains tablet – not on the grass or soil adjoining the memorial or tablet. 
 
7.6. The Parish Office or their appointed officer is entrusted to remove unsightly flowers from any 
grave. To avoid unnecessary resentment, he/she should, wherever possible, contact in advance the 
relatives of the deceased, or leave an appropriate note on the grave, to indicate his/her intention. If 
there is any disagreement, the Parish Council’s decision is final.  
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7.7 Existing memorial trees planted in the burial ground will be pruned by the Council annually to 
maintain their diminutive size.  
 
8. Garden of Remembrance 
8.1. The Garden of Remembrance is designed as a place of quiet contemplation and is laid out as a 
formal parterre garden. As such, permission will only be given for small rose bushes and plaques 
ordered through the Parish Office.  
 
9. Benches 
9.1. Due to the desire to maintain the ‘lawn nature’ of the Burial Ground no more benches will be 
permitted. However, the Parish Council reserve the right to place a limited number of additional 
benches in the Burial Ground at a later date. 
 
9.2. A small commemorative plaque may be placed on existing benches in the Burial Ground at the 
Parish Council’s discretion. Plaques must be rectangular in shape and no larger than 7.87ins 
(200mm) by 2.95ins (75mm) and come with pre-drilled fixing holes. 
 
9.3. Plaques must be made of brass or aluminium and the colour of the inscription must be black 
and contain only alphabetic characters and numerals. 
 
9.4. All proposed plaques must be submitted to the Parish Council for prior approval.  
 
10. Burials & Memorial Maintenance 
10.1. The mound over a grave will be grassed and levelled by Hartley Wintney Parish Council when 
the ground has settled, usually 9 months after interment. 
 
10.2. The Parish Office may give written permission for the temporary removal of a headstone from 
the Burial Ground for the purpose of cleaning repair, renovation or altering, or adding to, the 
inscription. Any changes to an existing memorial must be submitted to the Parish Office on the 
memorial application form. 

 
Additional information 
Information and forms for burials and memorials can be found on: 
www.hartleywintney.org.uk/council-services/burial-ground 
 
For further information, please contact the Executive Clerk or the Chairman of the Policy Committee. 
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